Your needs

All around the world, Fokker operators share a common ambition: reducing down-time and maximizing aircraft availability. Unforeseen material requirements negatively effect the efficiency of logistic processes, resulting in decreased aircraft availability and loss of profit. Your ambition is our motivation to develop services that enable our clients to overcome such difficulties.

Today Fokker Services is initiating a movement, aimed at gathering and utilizing previous aircraft maintenance experience, in an effort to maximize your aircraft availability. Together with our customers we share an extensive history in Fokker aircraft maintenance. Our goal is to unite this collective knowledge, learn from prior experience and communicate this knowledge on request, to our clients.

Your benefits

The Maintenance Material Forecasting system aims to assist in your logistics preparations for a forthcoming maintenance event. By forecasting your material needs before the event takes place, you benefit in several ways.

First of all, you are able to pre-schedule material purchases, resulting in fewer AOG orders and a well-equipped workforce. Secondly, you are able to take precautions before, and swift action after, when predicted material scenarios take place. Finally, because Material Forecasting is part of MyFokkerFleet.com, you are able to look up the availability and pricing of parts with a single mouse-click.

Shared knowledge

We believe that the power of shared knowledge is stronger than the sum of individual experiences. We ask you to partake in this collective effort to minimize downtime and share your maintenance data with us. We strive for further expansion of the extensive source base we have built from the experience gained in numerous maintenance tasks by various aircraft MRO service providers in the past. Combining your added experience of aircraft maintenance, with our expertise of developing and deploying e-services, we guarantee a more effective method of maintenance planning.

We invite you to be part of this movement and visit: myfokkerfleet.com/downtimedown
How does Material Forecasting work?

Yesterday
Fokker Services developed the Maintenance Material Forecasting system by collecting the experience gained during the performance of numerous maintenance tasks by various aircraft MRO service providers over the years.

Today
The experience stored is recorded in a database comprising thousands of records, each indicating the historic performance of a maintenance task. Based on this data, the system is able to calculate the replacement eventuality of a Part Number related to a certain maintenance task or a range of maintenance tasks. Using the data, you are able to optimize your material purchases, effectively equip your workforce and simply get prepared, ultimately limiting AOG orders and reducing down-time.

Tomorrow
The larger the forecasting database, the more accurate the material forecast will be. For this reason Fokker Services hereby invites you to share your historic maintenance tasks and material usage data. All information received by Fokker Services will be treated as confidential and will be used for the Maintenance Material Forecasting system only.

For more information about how you can share your aircraft maintenance experience and apply for use, please visit:
myfokkerfleet.com/downtimedown